Adjectives
Underline the adjectives in the following sentences.

The bright light shone through the clean window.

Sally’s purple scarf was made of soft cashmere.

We attended a delectable feast on that sunny Friday.

Our crazy family has a fabulous time together.

Her long, curly hair shimmered red in the sunshine.

The giggly baby lit up with a huge smile.

The sweltering heat sent us all inside for cool air.

Her bubbly bathwater smelled of fragrant lilacs.

His broken radio squawked out horrible sounds.

Have you been to the much-anticipated movie yet?

My favorite sweater is in the dirty laundry.

My annoying hiccups lasted forty-five minutes.

The friendly puppy licked my sticky fingers.
Adjectives
Underline the adjectives in the following sentences.

The **bright** light shone through the **clean** window.

Sally’s **purple** scarf was made of **soft** cashmere.

We attended a **delectable** feast on that **sunny** Friday.

Our **crazy** family has a **fabulous** time together.

Her **long**, **curly** hair shimmered **red** in the sunshine.

The **giggly** baby lit up with a **huge** smile.

The **sweltering** heat sent us all inside for **cool** air.

Her **bubbly** bathwater smelled of **fragrant** lilacs.

His **broken** radio squawked out **horrible** sounds.

Have you been to the **much-anticipated** movie yet?

My **favorite** sweater is in the **dirty** laundry.

My **annoying** hiccups lasted **forty-five** minutes.

The **friendly** puppy licked my **sticky** fingers.